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Abstract

In the vehicle routing problem with time windows a number of identical vehicles

must be routed to and from a depot to cover a given set of customers� each of whom has

a speci�ed time interval indicating when they are available for service� Each customer

also has a known demand� and a vehicle may only serve the customers on a route if the

total demand does not exceed the capacity of the vehicle� The most e�ective solution

method proposed to date for this problem is due to Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon�

and Soumis� Their algorithm uses a cutting�plane approach followed by a branch�

and�bound search with column generation� where the columns of the LP relaxation

represent routes of individual vehicles� We describe a new implementation of their

method� using Karger�s randomized minimum�cut algorithm to generate cutting planes�

The standard benchmark in this area is a set of �	 problem instances generated in


��� by M� Solomon making using of parallel processing in both the cutting�plane

generation and the branch�and�bound search� we solve �� of these examples� including


� that were previously unsolved in the literature� Our parallel implementation utilizes

the TreadMarks distributed shared memory system�

A common element in many applications of vehicle routing is the notion of a time�window

to specify that a customer�s service must begin within a �xed period� These windows may

arise� for example� from commitments made to customers or from the limited availability of

certain resources� Applied case studies involving time�constrained routing can be found in

Caseau and Koppstein ��	� Cheng and Rich �
	� Knight and Ho�er ��	� Pullen andWebb ���	�

and elsewhere� Research e�orts in this area have focused on a variety of simpli�ed models

that can be used as building blocks for the creation of tools to solve real�world instances�

A survey of this work can be found in Desrosiers� Dumas� Solomon� and Soumis ���	�

In our study we treat the vehicle routing problem with time windows �VRPTW� model

that was proposed by Solomon ���	� In this model a number of identical vehicles must be
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routed to and from a depot to serve a given set of customers� There are known travel

times and travel costs between each pair of customers and between the customers and the

depot� Each of the customers has a known demand for service along with a time interval

specifying when its service can begin� The sum of the demands along each route must not

exceed the capacity of a vehicle and the vehicles must arrive at the customers within the

speci�ed time windows� The objective is to �nd a solution that covers each of the customers

and has minimum total travel cost� This model is studied in Bramel and Simchi�Levi ��	�

Desrochers� Desrosiers and Solomon ���	� Halse ���	� Kohl ���	� Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen�

Solomon� and Soumis ���	� Kohl and Madsen ���	� Kolen� Rinnooy Kan� and Trienekens ��
	�

Savelsbergh ���	� and elsewhere�

The VRPTW provides a good starting point for modeling many applied problems� but

the model itself can be a very di�cult one to solve� Indeed� in ��
 Solomon ���	 created a

set of 
� test instances �the largest having ��� customers�� but despite much attention� ��

of these instances have remained unsolved in the research literature� The main contribution

of our paper is a new implementation of a linear programming �LP� based algorithm that

succeeded in �nding the optimal solution for �� out of the �� unsolved Solomon instances�

Our approach is a re�nement of the algorithm of Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and

Soumis ���	� The new components consist of an improved search engine for locating k�path

inequalities �including those with k � �� and a parallel implementation of both the cutting�

plane generator and the branch�and�bound search� Our cutting�plane procedure is based

on Karger�s ���	 randomized algorithm for �nding minimum cuts in graphs�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we give a formal de�nition of the VRPTW

and describe the set�partioning formulation that is the basis of the most successful attacks

to date on the problem� In Section � we describe the k�path inequalities used by Kohl�

Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���	 and we present our procedure for �nding

violated cutting planes from this class� Some details of our implementation are given in

Section � and our parallel code� based on the TreadMarks ��	 distributed shared memory

system� is described in Section � Finally� in Section � we report computational results for

our algorithm on the Solomon test instances and in Section � we make some concluding

remarks�

� Set�Partitioning Formulation

The VRPTW can be naturally formulated in terms of a directed graph G � �V�A�� having

node set V and arc set A� The customers� C� are represented by nodes labeled � through

n� and the depot is represented twice� by node � and node n� �� The arcs A indicate the

potential route segments between the customers and the depot� Each arc ij � A has an

associated travel cost cij and a travel time tij� Node � is incident to outgoing arcs only and

node n� � is only incident to incoming arcs� The route taken by a vehicle corresponds to

a directed path in G that originates at node � and terminates at node n � �� with service

provided to a speci�ed subset of the customers visited along the route� Each vehicle has
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capacity q� and there is a demand di for each customer i � C� The sum of the demands of

the customers served by a given route cannot exceed q�

The service at customer i must begin within a time window �ai� bi	� where ai is the

earliest time at which service may begin and bi is the latest time at which service may

begin� A vehicle is permitted to arrive to serve customer i prior to the start of i�s time

window� but it must then wait until time ai before service may begin� For the depot�

all vehicles must leave node � within the time window �a�� b�	 and return within the time

window �an��� bn��	� Given a �eet of vehicles T � the objective is to minimize the total travel

cost for a set of at most jT j routes that meet the service demands of each customer in C�

Since the model does not penalize routes based on total time� we may assume without loss

of generality that a� � b� � an�� � ��

The data is assumed to have certain characteristics� The constants q� di� cij � ai� and bi
are nonnegative integers� and the travel times tij are positive integers� We also require

that the triangle inequality holds for both the travel costs and travel times� that is for any

i� j� k � V we have cij � cjk � cik and tij � tjk � tik� These restrictions are not too harsh�

they are usually satis�ed in applied settings� They do� however� allow us to focus our

attention on special types of routes� Firstly� we can now require that the routes correspond

to simple directed paths from node � to node n � �� that is� we have no repeated nodes�

Secondly� we can require that if a route visits a customer� then it serves that customer�

These requirements are useful� for example� in modeling customer service times� since the

travel time from i to j can include the service time at customer i� as well as a measure of

the time it takes to travel the distance between the locations�

In this setting we can describe the set�partioning formulation of the VRPTW proposed

by Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ���	� Let �R denote the set of feasible routes �with

no repeated nodes� for the VRPTW� and for each route r � �R� let �ir be equal to � if r

visits customer i� and � otherwise� The cost of a route� cr� is de�ned to be the sum of the

costs of the arcs in the route� Let u � jT j� The VRPTW can be formulated as

Minimize
P

r� �R cryr ���

subject to
P

r� �R �iryr � �� for all i � C
P

r� �R yr � u

yr � � and integer� for all r � �R�

In this integer programming �IP� model� the variables yr that are set to � correspond to

the routes of the vehicles in the solution�

We modify the basic formulation ��� in two ways� First� we add a simple lower bound

on the number of vehicles required to provide service to the set of customers� The bound is

l � d
P

i�C di�qe� where d�e is the smallest integer greater than or equal to �� This bound is

trivially satis�ed by any integer solution� but it may improve the value of the LP relaxation�

Second� we expand �R to include non�simple directed paths in G from node � to node n���

but we do not include any path that contains a ��cycle �that is� a sequence i� j � i�� This
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expanded set of routes� denoted by R� weakens somewhat the LP relaxation �non�simple

routes cannot appear in the integer programming solution� but they may appear in an LP

solution�� but it makes the LP easier to handle� To describe the modi�ed formulation� we

generalize the de�nition of �ir to allow it to be a constant equal to the number of times

route r visits customer i� The IP problem can then be written as

Minimize
P

r�R cryr ���

subject to
P

r�R �iryr � �� for all i � C

l �
P

r�R yr � u

yr � � and integer� for all r � R�

In the LP relaxation of ���� if �i is the dual variable associated with the constraint

requiring that customer i � C is visited and �� is the dual variable associated with the

bounds on the number of vehicles� then the reduced cost of a variable yr is

cr �
X

i�C�f�g

�i�ir�

This value corresponds to the cost of the route r using the modi�ed arc costs �cij � cij �

�i� Therefore� given a dual solution � we can determine if there exists a variable in ���

having negative reduced cost by computing the minimum cost member of R using the �cij
arc costs� This problem is a variation of the shortest path problem with time windows

and capacity constraints that is treated in Desrochers and Soumis ��	� where a pseudo�

polynomial�time dynamic�programming algorithm is presented� This algorithm is discussed

further in Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ���	 and Kohl ���	� including the use of the

Houck� Picard� Queyranne� and Vemuganti ���	 method for eliminating the ��cycles in the

solutions�

Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ���	 utilize the Desrochers�Soumis algorithm in an

e�cient column�generation procedure for solving the LP relaxation of ���� The approach

is to start with a selected subset of routes� and repeatedly use the simplex algorithm to

solve the LP and use the Desrochers�Soumis algorithm to obtain new routes to add to

the formulation� For a general discussion of column generation we refer the reader to

Wolsey ��	�

We adopt the Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon procedure in our study� The e��

ciency of the Desrochers�Soumis algorithm in the column�generation process is the reason

we use the expanded set of routes R in ���� no such pseudo�polynomial algorithm is likely to

be found for optimizing over the simple routes �R since Kohl ���	 has shown that optimizing

over �R is NP�hard in the strong sense�

� Cutting Planes

The LP relaxation of ��� provides a e�ective means for bounding the optimal value of the

VRPTW� Indeed� in � of the 
� Solomon test instances� the value of the LP coincides with





the value of the VRPTW�� Moreover� for the remaining � instances with known optimal

solutions �including those solved for the �rst time in our tests�� the value of the LP is

on average only ��
� below the value of the VRPTW� The strength of this bound allows

Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ���	 to solve �� of the 
� instances by incorporating

the LP bound in a branch�and�bound algorithm for the VRPTW� where at each node of

the search tree the column�generation algorithm is used to reoptimize after the branching

step�

Taking advantage of recent improvements in LP solvers and improvements in computing

hardware� it is possible to push the Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon branch�and�bound

algorithm a bit further as we indicate in Table �� It is clear� however� that further improve�

Time Limit �	��Mhz Pentium II Number Solved

�� Seconds �� out of ��

��� Seconds �� out of ��

����� Seconds 
� out of ��

������ Seconds 
� out of ��

Table �� Instances Solved with Branch�and�Bound

ments in computing power alone will not signi�cantly extend the range of instances that

can be solved� It is therefore natural to consider the use of cutting planes to tighten the

LP relaxation� with the of aim of reducing the size of the bound�and�bound search needed

to reach an optimal solution� This approach was proposed and tested by Kohl� Desrosiers�

Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���	� we extend their work in our study�

In a cutting�plane approach we add inequalities to ��� that are valid for all integer

solutions� but are not satis�ed by the optimal LP solution� The inequalities we use as

cutting planes have a very simple form� they state that a given set of customers S must be

visited by at least k vehicles� where k is an integer that is no larger than k�S�� the least

number of vehicles needed to serve each customer in S� These inequalities are a natural

generalization of the subtour cuts introduced for the traveling salesman problem �TSP� by

Dantzig� Fulkerson� and Johnson ���	� they were studied in the context of vehicle routing by

Laporte� Nobert� and Desrochers ���	 and dubbed k�path cuts by Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen�

Solomon� and Soumis ���	 in their work on the VRPTW�

Given a nonempty set S � C� let 	�S� denote the set of outgoing arcs from S� that is

	�S� � fij � A � i � S� j �� Sg� For a route r � R� let 
Sr denote the number of arcs r has

in 	�S�� counting multiplicities when an arc appears more than once� With this notation� a

k�path inequality in the set�partitioning formulation can be written as

X

r�R


Sr yr � k

for an appropriate choice of k�

�This does not agree with the count of �� instances reported in Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ��	��

The di�erence is mostly likely due to the manner in which the Euclidean arc costs are computed�
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Subtour Cuts

For any nonempty set S� we can clearly set k � � since S must be visited by at least one

vehicle� We refer to these ��path cuts as subtour cuts� since they are a directed version

of the inequalities used by Dantzig� Fulkerson� and Johnson� Subtour cuts can be used to

correct the obvious �aws that appear in the LP solutions due to the fact that we permit

non�simple directed paths in our model� An important point is that violated inequalities

from this class can be detected e�ciently using techniques borrowed from the TSP� To this

end� for each arc ij � A and each route r � R� let �rij denote the number of times ij appears

in r� For a given LP solution �yr � r � R�� let

xij �
X

r�R

�rijyr ���

for each arc ij � A� A subtour inequality is violated if an only if
X

ij���S�

xij � ��

Therefore� we can determine if a violated subtour cut exists by using maximum �ow tech�

niques in the directed graph G� where we use the xij values as arc capacities� In our

implementation� we use the maximum��ow code of Anderson and Setubal ��	 for this pur�

pose�

��Path Cuts

Now consider the class of inequalities having k � �� These inequalities� together with

subtour cuts� were used in the computational study of Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon�

and Soumis ���	� Given a solution y to the LP and the corresponding x�vector described in

���� the set S � C determines a ��path cut if we have k�S� � � while
P

ij���S� xij � ��

To determine if k�S� � � �or equivalently� k�S� � ��� we apply the same ��step approach

used in ���	� The �rst step is to check if there is su�cient vehicle capacity on a single vehicle

to visit all of the customers in S� If not� then clearly more than one vehicle is needed and it

becomes unnecessary to consider step �� The second step is more complicated� as it requires

determining if there exists a feasible route that leaves the depot� visits every customer in S

once� and returns to the depot� This is precisely the traveling salesman problem with time

windows �TSPTW� feasibility problem� The TSPTW is studied in Ascheuer� Fischetti� and

Gr otschel ��	� Baker �	� Balas and Simonetti ��	� Christo�des� Mingozzi� and Toth ���	� and

Dumas� Desrosiers� G!elinas� and Solomon ���	� Despite the fact that the feasibility problem

is NP�hard� so long as the size of S is relatively small� the problem can be solve e�ciently

by dynamic programming using the method proposed by Dumas� Desrosiers� G!elinas� and

Solomon ���	� If it is concluded that the TSPTW is infeasible for a set S� then clearly more

than one vehicle is required� implying that the corresponding ��path inequality is valid�

To identify sets S � C as candidates for ��path cuts� Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon�

and Soumis ���	 use a greedy heuristic to build maximal sets having
P

ij���S� xij � ��
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These authors also describe �but do not test� an exact separation algorithm that involves

building the family of all minimal sets that require more than one vehicle� and then checking

whether or not the corresponding ��path inequalities are violated� In the computational

tests reported in ���	� the heuristic method was chosen due to the anticipated large running

time for the exact procedure� We propose below a natural alternative to the algorithms of

���	�

Consider the undirected graph G� � �V �� E� obtained from G by identifying the two

copies of the depot node and by identifying each pair of directed arcs ij and ji in A� For

each edge e � �i� j� � E� let we � xij � xji� where x is the vector de�ned in ���� For a set

of nodes R � V �� let

	G��R� � fe � E j e has an end in R� and an end in V � n Rg�

The total weight of a set of edges F � E is denoted by w�F �� Since the x�vector satis�es

the condition that the �ow into a set of customers equals the �ow out of the set� then clearly

w�	G��R�� is exactly double the value of
P

ij���R� xij � Thus� identifying a set of customers

S such that
P

ij���S� xij � � amounts to �nding a set in G� satisfying w�	G��S�� � �

If the graph G� is built from an x�vector corresponding to an LP solution that does not

contain any violated subtour inequalities� then the minimum value of any cut in the graph

is �� Thus� our goal is to �nd every set S of customers in the graph G� such that the value of

the cut is less than double the value of the minimum cut� The random contraction algorithm

of Karger ���	 can be used to accomplish this task� In an implementation�oriented paper by

Karger and Stein ���	� the authors prove that Karger�s algorithm on an undirected graph

with n nodes �nds with high probability all cuts with weight within a multiplicative factor

� of the minimum cut in O�n��log�n� time� We use this algorithm with � � � to generate

the relevant sets S such that S � C� jSj � �� and w�	G��S�� � � For each generated set S

we check to determine if k�S� � �� unless the set S contains another set that has already

been determined as valid�

Algorithm � ��path Separation Routine

��� Build the undirected graph G� from the x�vector�

��� Use Karger�s algorithm with � � � to 	nd

" � fS � S � C� jSj � �� w�	G� �S�� � g�

�
� Sort the sets in " from smallest to largest�

��� For each S � "� if S does not contain a known valid set S� � " corresponding to a

��path inequality and k�S� � � then add S to list of valid inequalities�

The implementation of Karger�s algorithm that is used in this work was written by
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Sanjeeb Dash �Rice University�� In our applications� running the random contraction algo�

rithm the necessary number of iterations to achieve the goal of probabilistically generating

all of the desired sets is too costly� we found that computationally� setting the number of

iterations at �n� consistently worked well with our data�

Since Karger�s algorithm generates relevant sets in polynomial time� it is reasonable

to expect the overall separation routine to be relatively fast� so long as the TSP with

time windows feasibility problem �TSPTW� can be solved e�ciently� The exact dynamic

programming approach to solving the TSPTW is capable of very quickly solving instances�

so long as the size of S is small �less than ����� nodes�� It is not always necessary� though�

to solve the TSPTW with the exact algorithm� since we may �rst run a heuristic to see if

we can quickly �nd a feasible solution� In this work a very simple insertion heuristic is used

for this purpose� The use of the heuristic prior to the dynamic programming algorithm is

optional� but our tests indicate signi�cant savings in terms of time are achieved by doing

so�

k�Path Cuts

While the validity of the k�path inequality for k � � is clear� prior to this work� the

implementation of a separation routine for these inequalities appeared to be unreasonable�

However� by modifying the new ��path cutting�plane approach outlined above� we have a

natural separation routine for k�path inequalities where k � ��

Clearly� Karger�s algorithm can be applied to generate the relevant sets S for any size

k� By setting � � k� sets S for which
P

ij���S� xij � k are found� Thus� the only other

modi�cation of the cutting�plane algorithm must be to the routine for checking if k�S� � k�

We �rst check if k � � vehicles have a total capacity large enough to handle the sum of

the demands� If so� then it must be determined if there exists a set of no more than

k � � routes which cover the set S� This is no longer a TSPTW�feasibility problem� but

rather a VRPTW�feasibility problem� In this smaller VRPTW instance� the objective is to

minimize the number of vehicles required� rather than the total distance traveled� Thus�

an optimization method for the VRPTW must be called from within the cutting�plane

procedure on a smaller instance of the VRPTW with a modi�ed objective function� If

the problem is determined to be infeasible� or the minimum number of vehicles required is

greater than or equal to k� then the set corresponds to a valid k�path inequality�

One obvious choice for an optimization method for the smaller VRPTW is the set�

partitioning and column�generation method used to solve the initial problem� Since such

an approach may not always provide a fast solution to the smaller VRPTW� the separation

routine can be transformed into a heuristic by enforcing a limit on the amount of time spent

on solving any single smaller VRPTW� If a solution to the smaller instance is not determined

within such a time limit� then the set is discarded� and the next set is considered�

As in the ��path case� the optimization method for solving the smaller VRPTW is only

necessary if a heuristic is unable to generate a feasible solution for the instance� Thus� the






Algorithm � k�Path Separation Routine

��� Build the undirected graph G� from the x�vector�

��� Use Karger�s algorithm with � � k to 	nd

" � fS � S � C� jSj � k�w�	G� �S�� � �kg�

�
� Sort the sets in " from smallest to largest�

��� For each S � "� if S does not contain a known valid set S� � " corresponding to a

valid k�path inequality and k�S� � k can be determined� then add S to the list of

valid inequalities�

heuristic TSPTW solution method is applied �rst� since a feasible solution to the TSPTW

clearly indicates that the corresponding k�path inequality where k � � is not valid� This

will typically work well on the very small sets contained in "� For a set S which cannot be

visited by a single vehicle� a heuristic for the VRPTW is needed� In our implementation�

we use two fast heuristics that are described in Solomon ���	� namely the nearest�neighbor

algorithm and the #insertion�criterion �i�$ heuristic� If either of these algorithms generates

a feasible solution to the smaller VRPTW with k � � or fewer vehicles� then k�S� � k and

the current set is not a valid k�path inequality� While testing the optimization method

for the smaller VRPTW� we found that computationally� solving the VRPTW instance

with the objective of minimizing the number of vehicles was far more time consuming than

using the objective of minimizing total distance traveled� Therefore� we optimized with the

latter objective �rst� as an additional heuristic before �nally having to call the optimization

algorithm with the modi�ed objective function to determine if the set actually yields a

k�path cut� Although not addressed in our work� these results indicate that it is likely that

the overall routine would improve with better heuristics and optimization methods for the

smaller VRPTW� To our knowledge� there has not been a focus on trying to solve small

VRPTW�s� The k�path separation routine� though� provides motivation for future research

in this area�

� Implementation Details

We have incorporated the k�path cut generator in a branch�and�bound algorithm for the

VRPTW� A few details are given below concerning the implementation of the algorithm�

The CPLEX callable library ���	� version ��� is used to solve all of the linear programming

problems that arise� The primal simplex algorithm is used to solve the LPs within the

set partitioning and column�generation scheme� and the dual simplex algorithm is used to

re�optimize after adding cutting planes and before generating additional columns� As is the
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standard in the vehicle routing literature� solutions that the LP solver claims to be optimal

are assumed to be optimal and are not veri�ed with exact arithmetic�

At the start of our main procedure� we apply the time window reductions described

in Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ���	� These reductions serve to tighten the time

window at a node as much as possible based on the earliest and latest possible arrival and

departure times from all other nodes�

After this preprocessing� we begin the column�generation phase of the algorithm� We

require generated columns to have a reduced cost of less than ����	� this value is su�ciently

large to work with the default settings of the LP solver� Even with this tolerance� however�

a large number of columns of can be generated in a given subproblem� To handle this� we

follow the implementation of Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���	 and set

a limit of at most �� columns on the number to be added from each subproblem solved�

The next phase of the algorithm is the cutting�plane generation� Our code requires the

user to specify the maximum k �k � �� for which k�path cutting planes are to be sought� If

k � �� then the cutting strategy checks for subtour cuts �rst by calling the maximum��ow

algorithm� �We require that cutting planes be violated by at least ���
 to be added to the

LP�� If no subtour cuts are found and k � �� then the ��path separation routine is called�

If no ��path cuts are found and k � �� then the ��path separation routine is called� and

so on in this way until whatever value of k is speci�ed by the user� The largest value of k

for which we present results is six� Some experiments applying a global cutting strategy at

nodes within the branching tree were performed� but the results indicate that the additional

time required to do so is not accompanied by a signi�cantly smaller search tree� Thus� in

the computational results� cutting is only applied at the top of the branching tree�

In the case of k � �� the k�path separation routine requires a limit on the amount of

time to invest in attempting to solve the smaller VRPTW�s� Unless otherwise mentioned

in the results section� this time limit is set at ��� seconds� In most cases� this limit is

su�ciently large to allow the optimal solution for the smaller VRPTW to be obtained�

If an integer solution is not obtained after solving the LP relaxation and generating

cuts� then branching is applied� We apply the same branching rules as in Kohl� Desrosiers�

Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���	� At each node in the search tree� branching is performed

on the number of vehicles� if fractional� otherwise� branching is performed on a single arc

value xij � The branching arc ij is selected as the one maximizing the quantity cij �min�xij� ��

xij�� In terms of the set partitioning model� if xij � �� then the cost of each route in the

LP which uses arc �i� j� is increased �by adding a penalty�� and the arc is eliminated from

the subproblem network� If xij � �� then the cost of each route in the LP visiting i or

j without using arc �i� j� is increased� and the arc �i� j� is made to be the only feasible

way of leaving node i or visiting node j in the subproblem� For more details on branching

within the set�partitioning and column�generation model� see Desrochers� Desrosiers� and

Solomon ���	 and Kohl ���	�
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� Parallel Computation

The solution procedure described in this paper contains two distinct portions that have

been implemented in parallel using the TreadMarks ��	 distributed shared memory system�

First� each of the calls to the k�path separation routine for k � � at the root node of the

branching tree is implemented in parallel� Second� after all of the violated valid inequalities

that could be determined are added to the LP relaxation� the branch�and�bound procedure

is then performed in parallel� The combination of these two parallel portions enabled the

overall algorithm to solve a total of �� out of the �� unsolved Solomon instances�

In the parallel implementation of the k�path separation routine� the relevant sets S are

generated and stored in the set " using Karger�s algorithm on a single processor� Once the

set " is known� each set S � " must be evaluated to determine if k�S� � k� If k � �� this

may require solving a TSPTW� if k � �� this may require solving a smaller VRPTW� In

either instance� the evaluation of each set S can be done independently of the other sets�

Thus� the sets contained in " are divided evenly into the sets "��"�� � � � �"p� where p is

the number of processors� Each processor i then considers each of the sets contained in

"i� recording only those sets that are valid� Since some processors may �nish evaluating

their assigned sets sooner than others� we implement a task�stealing procedure in which a

processor i that �nishes evaluating the sets in "i may remove and process unevaluated sets

from another processor�s list of sets until all of the sets have been considered� After all of

the sets on all processors have been evaluated� a single processor collects the list of valid

sets from each machine and adds the corresponding cutting planes to the LP�

The parallel implementation of the cutting�plane procedure di�ers from the sequential

version in one way� In the sequential algorithm� only the minimal valid sets are added to

the LP formulation� In other words� a set S is not checked for validity if it contains a

subset that has already been determined to be valid� In the parallel version� this would

involve checking each set S against the list of valid sets over all processors� This would

involve considerable communication between the processors� which undermines the bene�ts

of parallelization� Adding only the minimal valid sets to the LP formulation� though� is a

restriction made only to limit the number of rows added at a time� not because it is required

for correctness� Computational experiments could not determine if adding all of the valid

sets is better or worse than adding only the minimal valid sets� Thus� it is advantageous in

the parallel implementation for each processor to either check each set S only against the

valid sets found on that processor� or against none at all� The result in either case is that

the �nal list of valid sets may include non�minimal valid sets�

At the end of the cutting�plane phase of the algorithm� a single processor has maintained

an LP relaxation for the VRPTW� If the optimal solution to this problem is integer�feasible�

then the algorithm is complete� otherwise� branch�and�bound with column generation must

be performed� To parallelize this process� all of the processors must have access to a global

heap of active nodes and a best known upper bound� At the beginning of the branch�

and�bound routine� one processor starts to process the root node of the branching tree�
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while all of the other processors are told to #wait$ until the list of active nodes is not

empty� Processing a node involves �rst removing a node from the heap of active nodes�

then solving the LP relaxation using column generation� If an integer solution is found�

then the best upper bound is updated and the heap is pruned� otherwise� a branching

variable is determined and the appropriate new nodes are created� If the new nodes are

feasible� then they are added to the set of active nodes� The heap is a minimal heap that

is indexed on the objective value for each active node� It there exists a waiting processor�

then when a node is added to the heap a message is sent to the waiting processor that tells

the processor that the list of active nodes is no longer empty� otherwise� the node is simply

inserted into the heap� Processors continue to remove nodes from the heap and process

them until the heap is empty and an integer solution has been found� or until the time

limit has been reached� Further information on implementing a parallel branch�and�bound

algorithm using TreadMarks can be found in Bixby� Cook� Cox� and Lee ��	�

� Computational Results

Our computational study is carried out on the 
� instances in #Problem Set �$ of the well�

known Solomon problems ���	� These instances are the standard benchmark for testing exact

solution techniques for the VRPTW� The arc costs and the travel times for the problem set

are determined by the Euclidean distance between pairs of �x� y� coordinates� we adopt the

rounding convention used in Kohl ���	� Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���	�

and Kohl and Madsen ���	 for computing these distances� The test instances consist of three

classes� #c$� #r$� and #rc�$ The c�instances are clustered� the r�instances are random� and

the rc�instances are random�clustered�

Our sequential experiments are performed on a ��� MHz Pentium II with ��� megabytes

of memory� and our parallel experiments are performed on a cluster of �� of these worksta�

tions� linked via a switched ��� megabit ethernet network� Running times are reported not

in CPU time� but in total elapsed time� All of the algorithms are implemented in the ANSI

C programming language and compiled with the GNU gcc ������� complier� using the %O

option�

The sequential version of the algorithm using only subtour and ��path cutting planes

prior to branching succeeds in solving �� out of 
� of the Solomon benchmark instances�

Three of these� speci�cally r�������� r�������� and r������� were previously unsolved in

the literature� Table � reports the statistics for the r� and rc�instances having �� and ���

customers using the ��path routine� Since all of the c�instances and all of the ���customer

instances can be solved using the described branch�and�bound method without adding any

cutting planes� we do not provide the speci�c statistics for those � examples� The column

designated LB��� refers to the value of the LP relaxation prior to the addition of valid

inequalities� The value of the lower bound after all cutting planes have been inserted into

the LP is denoted as LB���� The optimal integer objective value is given as OPT� In those

instances where cutting planes are added to the LP� the #Closed$ column indicates the
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Problem LB�� LB�� OPT Closed Nodes Cuts Veh Cols Time�s

r������ ���	�	
� �������� ������ ����� � � �� ��� ��
�

r������� �
	����� �
	����� �
	��� ���	� � � �� �	
� 	����

r������ ������� ������� ����� � � �� ��� ���	

r������� ��

�
�� ��

�
�� ��

�
 � � �� �	�� 	����

r��	��� �
����� �
��	�� ����� ����� �� � � ���� ���	�

r������� �������� �������� ���	�� ����� �
 � �� �	�� ������

r������ 
�
���� 
������ 
���� ����� �� �� 
 		�� ������

r�������

r������ ������� ��	�
�� ����	 ����	 � � � 
�� ����

r������� �	�
���� �	���	�
 �	���	 ��	�� �� � �� ���� ����	�

r��
��� ����	
� ��	���� ��	�� ����� � � � ��� ����

r������� �������� �������� ������ ����	 ��� � �� ���	� ��
�����

r������ �����	� ������� ����� ����
 �� 	 � ��
� 
����

r�������

r������

r�������

r������ ������
 ��
��	� ��
�� ����� ��� � � ���� �����

r�������

r������ 
������ 
������ 
���� ��	�
 	 	 � 


 ����


r�������

r������ 
������ 
���
�� ����� ����� ��� 
 � 	��� ����	�

r�������

r������ ������
 �����	
 ����� ����� �	
� �� � �	��� ��������

r�������

rc������ ������� ������� ����� ����� � �
 � 
�� 
���

rc������� �������� �
�
���� �
���� ����� � �	 �� ��
� �	
��	

rc������ ������� ��	��	� ����� ����� 	�	 �� � ���	 
���	�

rc�������

rc��	��� 
�	��		 ������� ����� ����� � �� 
 ���	 �����

rc��	����

rc������ ��	���� ��	���� ����� �� � � ���� �����

rc�������

rc������ ������	 ��	�
�� ����	 ����� �� �� � ��	� 	���	

rc������� ������
� ������		 ���	�� ����� 	
 �
 �� 	��� ������

rc��
��� 

���		 ��
���� ��	�� ����
 � �� 
 ��� ���
�

rc��
����

rc������ ������
 
	����� 
���� ����	 �� � 
 ���	 �	����

rc�������

rc������ �	����� ������� ����� ����� � � 
 ���� �
���

rc�������

Table �� r� and rc�instances� Subtour and ��path cutting planes added at root node of

search tree�
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proportion of the gap between OPT and LB��� closed by the insertion of valid inequalities�

The number of nodes in the search tree is provided in the #Nodes$ column� and the number

of cutting planes added to the LP is given in the #Cuts$ column� The number of vehicles

used in the optimal solution is found in the #Veh$ column and the total number of columns

in the �nal LP is provided in the #Cols$ column� Finally� the computation time in total

elapsed seconds is displayed in the last column� A blank row indicates that the code is

unable to �nd the optimal solution within a time limit of ������ seconds� Those instances

that were previously unsolved in the literature that our algorithm solved are printed in

boldface�

The sequential algorithm that looks for ��path cutting planes� in addition to subtour

and ��path inequalities� generates optimal solutions for the same set of problems� In these

instances� the time limit on solving each of the smaller VRPTW problems within the ��

path cutting�plane routine is set at ��� seconds� A limit of �� seconds was tested as well�

but we found that many of the smaller VRPTW�s were not solved within this smaller

time limit� while only one failure occurred with the larger limit� The value of LB���

improved with the addition of ��path cuts in six of the r�instances �r�������� r�������

r������ r�������� r�������� and r������� and seven of the rc�instances �rc�������� rc�������

rc������� rc�������� rc������� rc������ and rc��
����� Clearly� in those examples which do

not yield any ��path cuts� the additional time spent in the cutting�plane portion of the code

provides no bene�ts� Unfortunately� for the thirteen instances that do �nd ��path cuts� the

improvement of the lower bound prior to branching does not yield similar improvements

in time� However� it is clear that the ��path separation routine can be applied without an

unreasonable cost in terms of time� This can be seen in Table �� The table indicates the

k�� k�	

Problem Num Num Num Average Average Average Average

Set nodes solved w� cuts gab closed time gap closed time

�� �� � ��	�� ���
�� ���
 ��	�� ���
�� 	�
	

r �� �� �� ��	�� ���	�	 ������� ��	�
 ���	�� �������

��� � � ����
 ����	� 	�����	 ����� ���	�� 	����
�

�� � 	 ���
� �����	 ���
 ���
� �����	 	���

rc �� � � ����� ������ �	���
 ����� ����	� 
�����

��� � � ����	 �����	 	����� ����� ������ �������

�� � � ����� ������ ��
� ����� ������ ��
	

c �� � � ����� ����
� ����� ����� ����
� �����

��� � � ����� ������ ������ ����� ������ ������

Table �� Average gap closed and average time for those instances solved by the sequential

algorithm�

total number of instances in each set that are solved and the total number of instances

out of those solved that added cutting planes to the linear programming problem� We give

both the average gap closed over all instances in the test set� as well as the average gap

�



Time �seconds for k�	

Problem Number of Processors

� � � �


r������ ��

 ���� ���� ����

r������� ������ ����	� �����
 ����	�

r������ ���� ���
 ���� ����

r������� 	���	 	���� 	
��	 	
��


r��	��� 	����� ������ ������ ������

r��	���� �	���� ������ ������ �
	��


r������ ������ 	
���� �����
 ������

r������� � � � �

r������ ����� ���	 ���	 �����

r������� 	���
� ������ ����
� 	�����

r��
��� ���� ���
 ���� ����

r��
���� ��	����� �	����� ������� ������	

r������ ����� ����� ���	� �
��


r������� � ��	
	��� ��

��
 
�	����

r������ � 	��
���� ��
����� �
�����

r������� � � � �

r������ ����� ����� �	�
� �	���

r������� � � � 	����
�	�

r������ 	��	� ����� ����� �����

r������� � � � �

r������ �	���� 	����� ��	��� ��
���

r������� � � � �

r������ �	������ ������� 	������ ��	��	�

r������� � � � �

Table � Summary of times for r�instances on �� � 
� and �� processors using subtour� ��

and ��path cutting planes�

calculated only for those instances that added cutting planes �this latter value is given in

parentheses��

Note that the average time for solving the �� and ��� customer instances in set r is much

larger than the corresponding times for the c and rc sets� This is due to the fact that r������

and r������� took considerably longer than the other solved examples of comparable size�

Based on the results in Table �� it appears that the cutting�plane procedure is most e�ective

for the rc�problem set�

Results for the parallel version of the algorithm relative to the sequential version are

provided in Table � The value of LB��� may vary depending on which cutting planes

are added to the LP formulation� In general� though� the LB��� values remain close to

the ones obtained using the sequential algorithm� Only the elapsed time in seconds for

the algorithm using subtour� �� and ��path cutting planes for the �� and ��� customer r�

instances is reported in Table � Note that optimal solutions for three additional instances

�r�������� r��
���� and r�������� are found� Speci�c statistics on these examples are found
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in Table �� In some of the instances in Table � the times do not decrease as expected

with the addition of more machines� For example� in the case of r������ the increase in

time from  machines to 
 machines occurred because adding more machines increases the

number of non�minimal valid sets that are found and added as cutting planes� In this case�

the new inequalities lead to di�erent LP relaxations which yield better cuts and ultimately

a better lower bound� Thus� the longer runtime is the consequence of a more successful cut�

generation phase� In those instances in which the time stays relatively constant regardless

of an increase in the number of processors� we believe that the runtime cannot be reduced

further� as our algorithm is written� The problem lies in the fact that if k is greater than or

equal to �� then there may exist a di�cult smaller VRPTW that must be solved� No matter

how many processors are used� a single machine will have to solve this di�cult problem�

and all other machines will have to wait until it has done so� Thus� there exists a minimal

amount of time that is required to complete the cut�generation phase of the problem based

on the time it takes to solve these smaller VRPTW�s on a single machine� If the branching

tree is large enough� the runtime in the search tree portion of the code will be reduced with

the addition of more processors�

For those instances that remained unsolved after using �� processors� but showed a

relatively small optimality gap� we ran the parallel version of the code on �� processors

and increased the maximum value of k to �� �In these examples� k � � is the largest value

for which a violated cut was actually detected�� In this way� three additional instances

were solved� Also a clear indication that r������� would solve was obtained� but due to a

technical issue with TreadMarks we were forced to use only �� machines and solve using an

increased time limit� Thus� a total of �� previously unsolved instances from the data set are

Problem k Procs LB�� LB�� OPT Gap closed Nodes Cuts Veh Time�s

r������� 
 	� �������� �������� ��
��
 ����� 	���� � �� �������	

r������ 
 	� ������
 ����
�� 
���� ���		 ����� �� 
 
�	�����

r������� 
 	� ��	����� ��		��
� ���
�� ����� �	��	� 	� �	 ����	����

r������� 	 �
 �������� ������	� ��
��� ����� ������ � �� ����������

r������� 
 	� ��	����� ��	����� ������ ����	 �����	 � �� ���������

rc������� 
 	� ���	�
�
 ��	����� ������ ��

� �
�
	� 
� �� ���������

rc��	���� 
 	� �������� �������� ������ ��
�� ���	
 �� �� ����	����

Table �� Results from the parallel version of the algorithm for � previously unsolved in�

stances�

solved� The � examples which were solved using the parallel implementation are provided

in Table �� The value in the column marked #k$ refers to the maximum value of k for

which the separation routine is called� The column marked #Procs$ indicates the number

of processors used to obtain the optimal solution� The other column headings remain the

same�

The best results obtained for the still unsolved instances on �� processors with a ��� ���
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second time limit are given in Table �� The column marked #Number of cuts$ indicates the

number of valid inequalities by type� subtour&��path&��path&�path&��path&��path� The

LB��� column indicates the lower bound achieved on a single machine prior to termination�

In other words� the #lower bound$ is not actually valid since a di�erent machine may have

Problem LB�� LB�� LB�	 Number of cuts nodes

�rc������� �����			 �������� ������ ������������� 
�
�

rc��
���� �	������ �		����� �	�
�� �����	
������ �����

rc������� �����
�� �������� ������ ������������� �����

�rc������� ��
	���� �������� ���	�	 �������������� 	��

r������� ������	 �����	� �
��	 ����������� �����

r������� �����
� ������� ����� ����������� ����

r������� ������� ����		� �	��� �����	������ 	���

Table �� Results on unsolved instances using �� processors�

been working on a node from the heap that has a lower value� it does� however� give a sense

of how much the branch�and�bound tree has accomplished� In the case of the two examples

marked with an asterisk �'�� the code could not even complete the cut�generation phase of

the algorithm before the end of the time limit� This is due to the presence of many �at

least ��� very di�cult to solve smaller VRPTW�s� each of which took the full time limit of

��� seconds to determine that the instance could not be solved� To avoid this phenomenon

speci�cally for these two instances� the time limit on the smaller VRPTW�s was reduced

to �� seconds� The results in Table � marked with an asterisk refer to the code using the

reduced time limit on the smaller VRPTW�s�

Thus far� we have only considered Problem Set � of the Solomon test instances� In ���	�

Solomon also proposed a second collection of examples that are much less tightly constrained

than those in Problem Set �� No optimization results have been reported in the literature

for these #Problem Set �$ instances� and they pose di�cult challenges for the algorithms

currently available� including our implementation� We did however make a small amount

of progress on this set of examples� and in Table � we report the optimal values for ��

out of the � Problem Set � c�instances� The running times varied between � seconds and

������ seconds on a single processor� We also solved 
 out of the �� r�instances and � out

of the � rc�instances� The optimal values for these �� examples are given in Table 
� A

major di�culty we encountered with the r and rc instances is in our implementation of the

Dumas� Desrosiers� G!elinas� and Solomon TSPTW algorithm� where the storage required

for the state space in the loosely constrained instances quickly exceeded the limits of our

workstation�

As a �nal test� we ran our code on the ����customer Problem Set � #Extended Solomon$

instances generated by Homberger ��
	� We succeeded in solving 
 out of the �� instances�

using  processors and setting k � �� The results for the solved instances are reported in

Table ��

��

I I I I I I I 



Problem OPT Problem OPT Problem OPT Problem OPT

c������ ����� c��	��� ����� c������ ����� c������ �����

c������ 	
��� c��	��� 	���� c������ 	���� c������ 	���


c������� ����� c��	���� c������� ��
�� c������� �����

c������ ����� c������ ��	�� c��
��� ����� c������ �����

c������ 	
��� c������ c��
��� 	���� c������ 	����

c������� ����� c������� c��
���� ��
�� c�������

Table �� Optimal values for c�instances of Problem Set ��

Problem OPT Problem OPT Problem OPT Problem OPT

r������ �
	�	 r������ 
���� r��
��� 	���� rc������ 		���

r������ ����� r��	��� 	���� r������ ����


r������ ����� r������ 	�	�� rc������ 	
���

Table 
� Optimal values for r� and rc�instances of Problem Set ��

Problem OPT Time �Seconds

c����� �
���
 ��
���

c����� �
���	 
������

c����� �
���� ������

c
���� �
���� ������

c����� �
���� ������

c����� �
���� �������
�

r����� �

��� 	������

Table �� Results on ����customer extended Solomon instances� using  processors and a

������ second time limit�

�


II I II I II I II I II 



� Conclusions

Karger�s algorithm is an e�cient method for searching for subtour�like cuts in the VRPTW

and it should have an impact on solution methods for other classes of vehicle routing

problems� In particular� a Karger�driven approach can make e�ective use of an array of

processors� as we did in our work with the TreadMarks distributed shared memory system�

However� the fact that not all of the �relatively small� Solomon instances could be solved

in our tests indicates that much work remains to be done in this area� We carried out

experiments with variations of the TSP blossom and comb inequalities� but discovered that

very few were found and even fewer improved the LP bound �and so we did not report these

results in our computational tests�� A weakness of the blossoms and combs we tested is

that they do not make direct use of the time windows on the nodes� an area that would

appear to be of direct practical value would be further research into TSP�like inequalities

that incorporate time�window information�
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